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A MANIFESTO FOR ACTIVE HISTORY MUSEUM COLLECTIONS 
by Trevor Jones and Rainey Tisdale 

Millions of artifacts in museum collections across the country are not actively 
supporting the institutions that steward them. Museums of all types are experiencing 

this problem, but it is particularly entrenched in history museums. Most history 
museums possess thousands of poorly maintained, inadequately cataloged, and 

underutilized artifacts. Instead of being active assets, these lazy artifacts drain vital

















$190 to acquire
$16.50/sq. ft. to store



Are your artifacts lazy?







Tier your 
Collections!
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Misleading

Ugly

Superseded

Trivial

Irrelevant

Elsewhere



Collections should be held in 
perpetuity

“ Acquisitions are made in the expectation that they 
will be preserved in perpetuity. Museum governing 
bodies must act as guardians of the long-term public 
interest in the collection.”
Ethical Guidelines  -- Museums Association, UK



What if there were planned 
expiration dates for most 
collections? 

















Hoarders and Museum Workers
Table 4: Parallels between People who Hoard and Museum Workers

● Both think every object is special and cannot pass up free objects, even if not needed. 

● Both are unconcerned about having too many objects and share a goal of no loss of items. 

● Objects induce positive emotions similar to the experience of an emotional high in both.

● Both experience emotional distress about object loss and experience impairment because of this. The distress stops museums from engaging in 

other activities because the overly large collection requires too much attention.

● Both believe “We might need it some day” and see opportunities in objects, sometimes with creative ideas about possible uses.

● Both assign meaning and identity to objects, varying only in individual identity vs museum mission. Both have stories about everything they 

own.

● Both underestimate their memory capacity. People who hoard fear they can’t remember 

without seeing the triggering object. Museum staff believe their collections represent 

society’s collective memory, fearing that without them, society would forget the history.
● Both believe objects stand in for people as if objects are permanent whereas people are not.

● Both people who hoard and museum staff seek to avoid waste, wanting to keep their objects out of the landfill.

● Both have limited awareness (insight) of their situation, believing their behavior is normal and reasonable, despite the distress and impairment.

● Both experience fear of making mistakes, of being irresponsible, and a desire for completeness of their accumulated items.

● Both avoid letting go of their stuff, making excuses to retain items.

● Both try to exert control over objects – “This stuff is mine, don’t touch it!”.



Nine Effective Practices
For Building Audiences
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